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Abstract: Whether renewable energy sources (RES) will provide sufficient energy surplus to entirely
power complex modern societies is under discussion. We contribute to this debate by estimating
the current global average energy return on energy invested (EROI) for the five RES technologies
with the highest potential of electricity generation from the comprehensive and internally consistent
estimations of their material requirements at three distinct energy system boundaries: standard
farm-gate (EROIst), final at consumer point-of-use (EROIfinal), and extended (including indirect
investments, EROIext). EROIst levels found fall within the respective literature ranges. Expanding the
boundaries closer to the system level, we find that only large hydroelectricity would currently have a
high EROIext ~ 6.5:1, while the rest of variable RES would be below 3:1: onshore wind (2.9:1), offshore
wind (2.3:1), solar Photovoltaic (PV) (1.8:1), and solar Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) (<1:1). These
results indicate that, very likely, the global average EROIext levels of variable RES are currently below
those of fossil fuel-fired electricity. It remains unknown if technological improvements will be able
to compensate for factors, which will become increasingly important as the variable RES scale-up.
Hence, without dynamically accounting for the evolution of the EROI of the system, the viability of
sustainable energy systems cannot be ensured, especially for modern societies pursuing continuous
economic growth.
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1. Introduction

The solution to the coupled problems of climate change, pollution, and the depletion of fossil fuels
(FF) needs a rapid transition, in historical terms, from the current fossil-based energy system to one
whose main energy sources will be renewable (renewable energy sources, RES). In the ongoing debate
about the timing and the features of this transition, environmental, economic, political, and technological
issues are pointed out [1,2]. With relation to the latter, the discussion has mainly addressed three
interrelated aspects:

1. The requirements and future availability of minerals to build the infrastructures to harness,
transform, transport, and store energy [3–6].

2. The maximum technological, economic and sustainable energy flows available (potentials) for
each energy technology/resource [7–12].
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3. The energy surplus generated by the different energy sources available to society for discretionary
uses (from growing food to family support, as well as education, health, and cultural
development [13]). The most popular indicator to measure the ratio of energy surplus with
relation to the required energy investments is the energy return on energy invested (EROI), i.e.,
the ratio of the energy delivered and the energy consumed to deliver that energy in a given
time, with very abundant literature focusing both at technology and system level at different
geographical scales (see e.g., [3,14–23]).

Although much work has been carried out to estimate the EROI of individual RES technologies,
important methodological discrepancies exist depending on the applied definition, the system design
and location, the functional units, or the boundaries of the analysis (i.e., mine-mouth vs. final use
or individual energy technology vs. energy system) [16,21,24–31]. Different methods have been
developed in the literature [3,16,29,32,33]; however, the inter-comparison of the EROIs obtained by
these diverse methods is far from being straightforward (and often even not possible in a consistent
way). Hence, although the EROI is generally acknowledged as a relevant factor for robustly designing
the energy transition, and many multidisciplinary studies and meta-analyses have been performed
with the aim of synthetizing and standardizing the state-of-the-art of the field [14,19,20,25,34–36],
this dispersion of methodologies, definitions, and results hinders the potential to use the EROI concept
to adequately inform policy makers and society as a whole.

One of the open debates of greatest importance is whether the RES with higher potential have
a sufficient EROI to maintain the energy “metabolism” of a large and complex civilization, such as
the industrial-one. In fact, a favorable EROI over the long-term has been associated in fields such as
biology or anthropology as a key driver of increasing complexity and evolution for plants, animals and
humans [37–40]. However, the question on the minimum EROI for human societies remains arduous
and elusive in the literature [13,38,41,42]. It has been indirectly approached in the literature through
the comparison with FF under the logic that RES were found to have an EROI level at least as high as
the one characterizing FF, then it could be assured that RES could also fuel complex modern societies.

On the one hand, those RES with a higher potential (i.e., wind, solar) have been generally found
to have lower EROI standard (EROIst) than FF, especially when incorporating the energy costs of
dealing with their variability [19]. However, some recent works have found that at the electricity
generated level, the EROI of FF declines substantially, making that the EROI of RES could be, nowadays,
in fact, better than the one generated by FF [16,33,43]. However, the comparison is not straightforward.
Brockway et al. [16] use an input–output extended approach for estimating the yearly EROI of all
aggregated FF at a global level without accounting for capital investments, which prevented the
application of the same method for RES (hence, performing the comparison through literature review).
Raugei [33] and Raugei and Leccisi [43] refer to some FF particular cases at a national level, taking,
as a timeframe, the full lifetime of the power plants at the point of use level. It should also be taken
into account that static EROI computations (over the lifetime) are not able to capture dynamic issues
inherent to the dynamic nature of the energy transition, such as the requirement of up-front investments
for the installation of new RES power plants [3] or the decreasing historical trend in the EROI of
FF [16,19,44,45].

In this work, we contribute to this ongoing debate by estimating the current global EROI over
the lifetime for the five RES energy technologies assessed to have the highest theoretical potential for
electricity generation (solar Photovoltaic (PV) and Concentrated Solar Power (CSP), wind onshore,
wind offshore and large hydroelectricity) [11,46]. We compute the EROI at standard or primary and
point-of-use or final, and estimate the EROI at extended boundaries (full-system level). This approach
allows us to identify those steps where more energy investments are required, as well as a consistent
inter-comparison between the EROI levels of different technologies.

Two main novelties are applied with relation to the current state-of-the-art. First, an extensive
and comprehensive literature review is performed in order to collate internally consistent data about
the material requirements of each technology. In the cases where published data for an element/phase
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of the manufacture/installation of the technology was not found, the material requirements have
conservatively been estimated from available data from other technologies (instead of being assumed
0 as most commonly performed in the literature). Second, we focus on performance parameters of real
systems, globally, which contrasts with the widespread approach in the literature applying theoretical
assumptions for modeling RES systems and/or focus on particular plants or countries (a method that
frequently leads to “cherry picking”), which has been shown to overestimate the performance of real
technologies and systems [25,47–54].

This work documents in detail the assumptions and data used to estimate the material and
energy investments to install, operate, and maintain new RES infrastructures used in the MEDEAS
modeling framework [3,55,56]. In this framework, the computation of the “static” (over the lifetime)
EROI at three levels (standard, point of use, and extended) of the different energy technologies is an
intermediate step to consistently integrate the mineral and energy requirements of RES in the wider
modeling framework, able to represent the dynamic nature of the energy transition, as shown in a
previous analysis on dynamic EROI based at the standard level [3]. This work reports updated and
original results based on a more detailed lifecycle analysis, which have still not integrated in the
MEDEAS models.

Section 2 overviews and compares the different definitions of EROI in the literature and Section 3
covers the methodology applied to estimate the EROI levels in this work. Results are presented and
discussed in Sections 4 and 5, respectively, and Section 6 concludes.

2. Overview of EROI Definitions and Their Implications for Society

A diversity of different methods to estimate the EROI of a given technology, energy resource, or full
energy system exists in the literature, according to different criteria to select the system boundaries
and interpret which is the energy “usable” by the society, different definitions, etc. [3,16,29,32,33].

In this work, we estimate the EROI at the three boundaries most common in the literature:
the EROI standard or primary (EROIst, Equation (1)), EROI at the point of use or final (EROIfinal,
Equation (2)) and EROI extended (EROIext, Equation (3)). The EROIst includes the on-site and offsite
(i.e., energy needed to manufacture the devices and systems used later on site) energy requirements
to get the energy (e.g., build, operate, and maintain a power plant). As the energy investments are
usually computed in “primary” energy terms and the energy delivered is computed in final terms,
a “quality” correction factor (g) is typically used to compare different technologies and sources [Note
that the authors have elsewhere (cf. [3]) defined a different EROIst (between the classical EROIst used
here and the EROIfinal) applied to the system level, including the energy investments associated to the
management of renewable energy sources (RES) variability, as well as considering that the real useful
energy for the society is the one reaching the consumers rather than the one delivered at the mouth-gate
of the power plants]. The EROIfinal includes the energy costs to get and deliver the energy carrier to the
point of use of society (e.g., refining, transportation, etc.). The EROIext includes the energy required
to get and deliver a unit of energy (EnUdirect), as well as the indirect energy (EnUindirect, or supply
chain energy investment in input-output (IO) terminology) required to produce the machinery and
devices used to build, operate, and maintain a power plant or a transportation facility (tank truck,
pipeline, etc.), as well as the energy required for exploration, investment, communication, labor, etc.
Hence, the EROIext is the most significant EROI type, given that the discretionary uses of energy are
the relevant ones at societal level.

EROIst =
Energy delivered by the plant or energy source

Energy used to deliver the energy by the energy system
=

Efinal, out
EnUprimary · g

(1)

EROIfinal =
Final energy delivered to the final consumer
Direct final energy used to deliver the energy

=
Efinal, out
EnUdirect

(2)

EROIext =
Final energy delivered to the final consumer

Direct + indirect final energy used to deliver the energy
=

Efinal, out
EnUdirect + EnUindirect

(3)
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Figure 1 shows graphically the three aforementioned definitions of EROI (standard, point-of-use
or final and extended) based on a flow chart.
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Figure 1. Energy flux from primary material sources of energy {0} to discretionary uses of energy.
EROIst = ({0}/g)/{2} (EROI standard, being “g“ a correction factor to convert “primary” to final).
EROIfinal = {1}/{2′} (EROI final, where {2′} includes the direct use of energy to bring it to the user) and
EROIext = {1}/({2’+3}) (EROI extended, all the terms at final and user phase). Note that the relevant
energy for a society is the blue box (discretionary uses of energy), but primary sources of energy, and the
other boxes, are relevant for environment issues because they are always taken/used in the biosphere
(see reference [3] for more details).

Figure 2 shows the implications for an energy system that maintains the same discretionary
energy flow when the EROIfinal decreases from 9:1 to 3:1, even with less relative losses (greater factor
{1}/{0}). To achieve the same level of discretionary uses of energy with a lower EROI of the system,
the economic sectors related to energy production and the primary energy sources to be extracted and
processed increase substantially (final energy processed by society increases 2.33 times in the example
depicted in Figure 2).

Few works have, to date, dealt with the intricate issue of the minimum EROI to sustain modern
complex societies. Different works, applying different methodologies [13,41,42], have suggested that a
minimum EROIst of the system > 10–15:1 is required to sustain advanced industrial societies. However,
these estimations are approximates being subject to important limitations, such as the reliance on
prices of energies and, in some cases, are just educated guesses without calculations backing them.
Hall et al. [38] went a step forward, finding that a minimum of EROIst = 3:1 for oil and liquid biofuels
is required to reach the final consumer in the USA. Other studies, such as Brandt [57], have approached
the topic from a more theoretical point of view. Moreover, these estimates do not reach the EROIext,
which is the relevant boundary at system level. In fact, although an energy technology with EROIext

>1:1 is a net source of energy for the society, a complex modern society with an EROIext very close to
1:1 would still not be viable due to at least four reasons:
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Figure 2. A comparison between two hypothetical societies with the same energy flow available for
discretionary uses {1-2′-3} (blue box) but with different EROIfinal and relative losses ({0-1}/{1}). The size
of vertical arrows is at scale. (a) EROIfinal = 9:1, {1}/{0} = 0.7, assuming indirect energy use equal to
direct one (see Section 3); (b) EROIfinal= 3:1, {1}/{0} = 0.8, indirect energy used equal to direct one
({2′} = {3}); (c) shows the resulting share of net power vs. gross power in the net energy cliff.

• A low EROIext means that the energy metabolism ({0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}) represents a substantial
part of the economy. Since each energy flux requires capital and workers, in that case the society
allocates most parts of its capital and workers to the energy system, and not the discretionary
uses. Therefore, a much lower diversity of jobs and enterprises can be attained in these conditions
and the result is a much simpler society (as e.g., in pre-industrial times with most workers in
the primary sector and very few in the tertiary sectors). In fact, there is an “EROI minimum”,
below which a complex society tends to disappear or evolve towards simpler organizational
forms [38,39,58]. In fact, when the EROI approaches 1:1, the capacity installed (and, hence,
the primary energy required) tends to infinity if the same level of net energy is to be maintained
(see Equations (9)–(11) in Capellán-Pérez et al. [59]).

• The environmental impact depends on factors, such as the type of the energy resource (e.g.,
pollution and climate change caused by FFs’ combustion) and the size of the energy system
(e.g., mining impacts, material residues, land-use, co-optation of fluxes of the biosphere—wind,
biomass, etc.). Hence, for the same discretionary uses of energy, a lower EROI means larger
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environmental impacts and the need to divert a larger share of the final energy from discretionary
uses to “defensive” costs [60].

• Societies require a “security buffer” (i.e., buy “insurance”), to be able to overcome unexpected
events, such as accidents or natural disasters (e.g., earthquakes).

• Human inequality makes the metabolic system less efficient (in the real world, part of the
discretionary energy uses will always be metabolically “useless”, such as luxuries of rich or
corrupted people), so again, the supply of “useful” discretionary uses (food, domestic, education,
etc.) requires an EROIext >1.

• There is a critical additional reason in the context of the energy transition given that it will
require the temporary fast growth of RES sources and the dismantling of the FF they replace.
In this situation, the EROI of the full system will temporarily be well below the weighted average
of the static EROI of the technologies and their supporting systems (e.g., grids, storage, etc.),
as shown in [3]. Noteworthy, in a society where population and energy per capita are growing,
this phenomenon of “energy trap” will be aggravated.

It has also to be highlighted that a minimum EROI to maintain a sustainable modern complex
society cannot be established, precisely given that the reduced availability of discretionary energy
as intermediary operations become less efficient is a gradual non-linear process with increasing and
cascade consequences over time. Hence, it can also be useful to think about ranges and increasing
levels of risk (see, e.g., discussions in Brandt [57] and around Figure 9 in [3]). This minimum EROI
depend also ultimately on social decisions, depending on how each society decides to allocate the
available resources in case of decreasing EROI between investments and consumption taking into
account also social inequalities. See the Discussion section in this paper for our views on how to
approach this issue in further research.

3. Methodology

This section documents the estimation of the current global EROI over the lifetime at three
distinct boundaries (standard or primary, point-of-use or final and extended) for the five RES energy
technologies assessed to have the higher theoretical potential for electricity generation (solar PV and
CSP, wind onshore, wind offshore, and large hydroelectricity).

This section starts with the selection of the representative technologies (Section 3.1), follows with
the definitions of EROI used at different boundaries (Section 3.2) and the material requirements to
build, operate, and dismantle each RES technology power plant (Section 3.3). The details for the
estimation of the EROI of each RES technology studied are collated in Appendices A and B.

3.1. Selection of Representative Technologies

In general, a “representative” technology is selected for each alternative technology on the basis
of their current and the near future expected performance. Table 1 shows the selected representative
technologies as well as the main references considered in this work for their material intensities.
For the case of solar PV, a weighted average is computed for some minerals taking into account the
current share of PV sub-technologies. Supplementary Material collates the material intensity for each
technology and gives references and detailed comments. Current global average mineral recycling rates
correspond to the share of recycled content (RC) in the fabricated metal from [61] (see Supplementary
Material). Material losses in the gate-to-gate phase are conservatively estimated (see also Appendix C
about conservative assumptions) (being recycled for other uses or not).
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Table 1. Representative alternative technologies and main references considered for their material
intensities. See Supplementary Material for details.

Alternative
Technology Representative Technology Main References for

Material Intensities

Solar Concentrated
Solar Power (CSP)

CSP (parabolic trough collector) with molten-salt
storage without back-up: most efficient and used
technology [25]. Back-up option is not considered
since it is usually powered by non-renewable fuels

such as natural gas.

[25,62]

Solar Photovoltaic (PV)

Fixed-tilt silicon PV: better performance in terms of
Energy inputs and EROI [21] and subject to less
mineral availability constraints [63]. A weighted

average is assumed taking into account the current
share of thin-film technologies in global PV mix.

[21,25,62,64]

Wind onshore
2 MW onshore wind turbines, which is over the
current global average wind onshore installed

capacity per turbine [65].
[62,66]

Wind offshore 3.6 MW offshore wind turbines taking as reference
the current average size in Europe [67]. [62,66,68,69]

Large hydroelectricity
(>10 MW)

Large power plant used by [70] (96 MW) (the average
capacity for a large hydroelectricity power plant is

~100 MW [71].
[70]

3.2. EROI Computation as a Function of the System Boundaries

3.2.1. EROI Expressions

Equations (4)–(6) show the gross standard, point-of-use or final and extended EROI expressions
over the lifetime of the power system (plant or storage facility):

EROIst =
Eout,pp∑
EnUst

direct
=

=
Capacity power·CF·L·(1−OL)

gst·(EnU New cap+EnUO&M+EnUDecom+hj·EnUTra
)
+SC

(4)

EROIfinal =
Eout,consumer∑

EnUfinal
direct

=

=
Capacity power·CF·L·(1−OL)·(1−TDL)

gfinal·(EnU New cap+EnUO&M+EnUDecom+EnUG&S+hj·EnUTra
)
+SC·(1+TDL)

(5)

EROIext =
Eout,consumer∑

EnUfinal
direct + EnUindirect

(6)

where:
Eout,pp: electricity produced by the power plant.
Eout,consumer: electricity delivered to the consumer.
Capacity power: nominal capacity power considered: 1 MW.
CF: capacity factor (dimensionless), the ratio of the actual electrical energy output over a given

period of time to the maximum possible electrical energy output over the same period.
L: operational lifetime of the power system in seconds.
OL: operational electricity losses for each technology are estimated as a share of the electricity

output of the power plant at the inverter or transformer meter, including local distribution grid losses
to the transmission grid, operational shutdown losses, and expected degradation of the power plant.
Double accounting with real CF is avoided by estimating the net future expected degradation, taking
into consideration that most RES power plants are very young.
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TDL: the transmission and distribution losses in the grid as a share of the electricity output of
the power plant. They represent the losses from the transformer or inverter of the power plant to
the final consumer. TDL = 0 for EROIst and TDL = 0.092 for EROIfinal and EROIext (based on the
ratio of power plant net production of electricity at global level and the total electricity consumed
in 2015. The electricity final consumption in 2015 was 1737 Mtoe and the net electricity production
of the power plants was 1913 Mtoe (2091 Mtoe gross production—178 Mtoe self-consumption of
electricity) [72]. Hence, TDL = 1 − 1737/1913 = 0.092. Final consumption to gross production losses
were thus: 1 − 1737/2091 = 0.169; therefore, the electrical global mix in 2015 had OL = 1− (1− 0.169)/(1−
0.092) = 0.085).

SC: electricity self-consumption of the facility from the grid for auxiliary devices (lights, pumps,
motors, etc.). For EROIfinal, the TDL from the grid to the facility are considered equal to the TDL from
the facility to the consumer (here, the consumer is the power plant).

EnUNew cap: Final Energy Used (Joules) for the construction phase of the new installed capacity
(cradle to end gate). We further divide the EnUNew cap in three components (CtoG, GtoG and GtoE)
to adapt to the data availability of material requirements in the construction phase (see Section 3.2.2
and Appendix A): EnUNew cap

CtoG is the embodied energy in the Raw/resource to the Suppliers chain

(cradle to gate in life-cycle analysis (LCA) terminology), EnUNew cap
GtoG is the embodied energy from the

suppliers to the finished products of the power plant or the Manufacturing phase (gate to gate phase),
and EnUNew cap

GtoE is the embodied energy in the Erection of the power plant.
EnUO&M: final energy used (Joules) in the operation and maintenance (O&M) of the installed

capacity in their lifetime.
EnUDecom: final energy used (Joules) for decommissioning those infrastructures that have ended

their lifetime. A 10% of the EnUNew cap is assumed for all technologies following [73] due to the
lack of relevant global data. Other studies use a 50 to 100% of the site preparation energy costs (see
Kis et al. [74]), which deliver similar results than the 10% of the EnUNew cap used here.

EnUG&S: final energy used (Joules) in grids, storage and other related infrastructures necessary
to transport and manage the electricity to the point of use. For EROIst, EnUG&S = 0. For the sake of
simplicity, we assign the O&M material costs of grids associated to the current mix as if they were
independent of the technology (see Appendix B). However, due to the lower CF of variable RES
relative to the current global mix and their variability, RES will likely require more new grids and other
adaptation costs per MW as they scale up. Moreover, the storage per MW requirements (measured
through their ESOI) are difficult to assign to a specific technology and have more sense in a dynamic
transition scenario as done in [3].

EnUindirect: relative indirect EnU to direct EnU. We use 100%, i.e., EnUdirect = EnUindirect based on
the comparison with meta-analysis that compare LCA versus Input–Output (IO) analysis for wind and
solar (see Section 3.2.3).

EnUTra: final energy used for the transport of the materials: diesel and fuel oil (see Appendix B).
Diesel and fuel oil are converted to primary energy with their respective factor hj estimated as the ratio
between the well-to-wheels with the train-to-wheels (1.19 and 1.09 [75], respectively, see excel table in
the supplementary material for references and details).

See next section for the method to assure consistency between primary energy inputs in the EnU
computation and final energy outputs (g factor) for the three EROI indicators.

Figure 3 shows the conceptual representation of the energy inputs and output for power plants
for variable renewable electricity generation and storage facilities, considering the different phases at
different plant and system boundaries.
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Figure 3. Conceptual representation of the energy inputs and output for power plants for variable
renewable electricity generation and storage facilities. Black boxes represent energy investments
considered at the EROIst phase, grey boxes the additional features incorporated into the EROIfinal,
and the white boxes the indirect investments to compute the EROIext. Adapted from [3], not to scale.
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3.2.2. Computation of Direct EnUs from Material Requirements

The energy used by the energy system for the construction of new capacity (EnUNew cap),
O&M activities (EnUO&M), grids and storage (EnUG&S) is estimated multiplying the material intensity
for each category and technology by the energy consumption per unit of material consumption from
open sources (MJ per kg, average between virgin and secondary materials considering current recycling
rates). In the construction phase, EnUNew cap

CtoG and EnUNew cap
GtoE are computed taking as a basis the

material requirements, while due to data scarcity referring to the Manufacturing phase EnUNew cap
GtoG ,

we have assumed that this phase represents a fixed share for each technology of the Suppliers and
Erection phases (see Section 3.3 and Supplementary Material for details and the rest of the phases).
Data are cradle to the first gate (most data are from Hammond and Jones [76]); for the rest of the
construction phase (first gate to final gate or manufacture phase), we take a constant share of the cradle
to the first gate phase for each technology.

Figure 4 depicts the methodological process followed for computing the EnUs of the Construction
phase (Cradle to Erection phase).
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Figure 4. To estimate the direct energy used by the energy system to deliver energy (EnUdirect) we use
data of energy intensities (MJ/kg) at the Cradle to Gate phase (including transport) from the materials
used in the power plants and the operation and maintenance (O&M) of the grids and the losses of the
manufacture phase for the material used in power plants. We add to this account the energy used in the
power plant erection, the energy used in the manufacture phase and the diesel energy for transport in
supplier gate to manufacture gate (GtoG) and manufacture gate to erection of the power plant (GtoE).

Material intensity data not available were conservatively estimated, e.g., assuming the same
energy requirements per unit of material consumption for by-products than for the main mineral (e.g.,
Ga and Te). When no data on the energy consumption per unit of material consumption for recycled
materials were found, it was assumed a value of 1/3 with relation to the virgin; this ratio was roughly
estimated from available data for other minerals [76–78]. We review different items inter-comparing
technologies to attain logical coherence (see details in Supplementary material).
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As the basis of energy consumption is taken from literature that gives most data in “primary”
terms and not in final terms, it is necessary to use a correction factor “g”.

Equation (7) represents the computation for each EnU (in final terms) for each energy technology i
depending on the material intensity and energy consumption per unit of each material j consumption
(in primary terms), weighted average taking into account current recycling rates (WECM(recycling
rate)), at global system level.

EnUi =

∑
j

Material intensityij

[
kg

MW

]
·WECMj

(
recycling ratej

)[MJ
kg

] · g (7)

The g factor is estimated at global system level, therefore, it is in reality an additional factor in the
denominator of the EROI of Equations (4)–(6) using all EnUs as if all their energy consumption inputs
were in primary terms. For EROIst, we take g = 0.47; that is the result at global level of the efficiency of
current power plants (we estimate this value from International Energy Agency (IEA) Sankeys [72] at
the plant phase). For EROIfinal and EROIext, we must take not only the plant phase but the overall
energy system; therefore, g = {1}/{0} (see Figure 1) that at current world level is g = 0.688 (from IEA
Sankeys [72] comparing total primary energy with final energy) (see also [25] for a discussion on this
issue). Note that during the transition to RES this factor will be dynamic; in the case of electrification
of the economy based on RES it will tend to 1; hence, reducing progressively its importance in the
EROI computation [3].

When the literature splits between electricity and diesel consumption for some materials (these are
the main but not the only carriers of final energy consumption) we simply add both in Joules as if they
were in “primary” terms and correct to “quality” or final after the total EnU obtained. Of course, diesel
energy is also not a primary energy although to our knowledge the literature does not apply to this
item a correction factor, considering that is minor in comparison with electricity, therefore, the literature
is slightly infra-evaluating here the EnU costs. The factor h applied to diesel could be translated to
primary terms following the same logic than for power plants. The h factor for diesel for transport can
be estimated comparing the “train to wheels” energy intensity of 35.9 MJ/l (the final energy carrier)
with the “well to wheels” energy intensity of 42.7 MJ/L (the primary equivalent terms) [75]. In this
case, the h factor would be 1.19. Then, as seen in the Equation (5), this again is multiplied by “g” to
convert again from primary to a global final average energy. As g·h <1, here we are acknowledging a
better quality of electricity versus diesel to perform work.

3.2.3. Estimation of indirect EnUs for EROIext

The indirect EnU, supply chain energy investment in input–output (IO) terminology, corresponds
to the energy required to produce the machinery and devices used to build, operate and maintain a
power plant, the associated transportation facilities (tank truck, pipeline, etc.), as well as the energy
required for exploration, investment, communication, labor, etc. While process based methodologies
allow computing the direct energy investments (and can capture some indirect costs), the computation
of the indirect energy investments requires the application of a comprehensive method, such as IO,
allowing to account for all the supply chain effects.

Song et al. [79] use a hybrid detailed analysis for fiber composites for automotive parts, finding
that the direct process analysis use 50.3 MJ/kg; IO indirect costs add 61.5 MJ/kg, and Transportation +

Packaging + Other processes (TPO) use 57.9 MJ/kg. Assuming that half of the TPO energy used can be
related to the IO chain, then the EnUindirect would be even greater than the EnUdirect. Guan et al. [80]
find similar results for the embodied energy costs of the building sector in China. When comparing
process analysis LCA with Hybrid IO based analysis, they find that the gap is approximately 100%,
therefore EnUindirect ≥ EnUdirect for this study case.

Even indirect rebound effects of the energy savings from the technological efficiency improvement
are estimated greater than the direct ones when applying the IO methodology to capture both in the
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industrial sector of Taiwan [81] showing that the chain investments are important here and concluding
that energy saving potential could be overestimated if not accounted for the indirect costs.

Similar conclusions can be extracted from the data of MEDEAS model at global level: the average
indirect final energy demand in business as usual scenarios (BAU) scenarios (2020–2050) is roughly
the same than the direct demand for all the final energy carriers, including the global electricity
sector ([82] & Personal Communication (Jaime Nieto Vega, 19–11–2019)). Therefore, for the present
and the foreseeable future in BAU scenarios, the EnUindirect is equal or greater than the EnUdirect at the
system level.

The literature studying the indirect EnUs for RES is to date scarce. Two meta-analysis for wind
and solar technologies have concluded that the EROIst based in process analysis tend to give a much
higher EROI than IO analysis. Kubiszewski et al. [20] find an average of EROI of 24 from process
analysis against 12 for the IO for wind farms. This result is consistent with a case study for wind
in UK showing that IO-based hybrid LCA gives 2.33 times more gCO2e/kWh embodied emissions
than a process analysis LCA and, therefore, indirect emissions (and very likely energy embodied) are
greater than the direct ones [83]. The same seems to apply for PV, [30] reported ratios of 1.6–3.1 × times
greater the result from IO with relation to process analysis LCA in the literature (see their Table 2).
Provided that the numerator of the EROI is not different for process analysis or IO, the differences could
be attributed mainly to the more comprehensive account of indirect costs with the IO methodology.
Hence, in this work we assume that the indirect investments of RES represent at least 100% of the total
direct energy investments estimated.

3.3. Material Requirements and Performance Factors Per Technology

A literature review was performed in order to identify the material intensity (kg/MW) of six key
technologies for the transition towards fully RES based energy systems: solar PV, solar CSP, wind
onshore, wind offshore, and large hydroelectricity. New installed capacity, O&M and dismantling
activities are considered to estimate the material requirements.

We reviewed the requirements of a total of 58 materials, of which 19 minerals (aluminum, cadmium,
chromium, copper, gallium, indium, iron/steel, lead, lithium, magnesium, manganese, molybdenum,
nickel, silver, tellurium, tin, titanium, vanadium, and zinc) used at the power plants. Selection criteria
was made on the basis of considering all relevant materials to accurately estimate the embodied energy
for the EROI estimation, as well as potential critical materials identified in the literature (e.g., [6,84–87]),
as well as on specific assessments (see [56]). A literature review was performed in order to collate the
most comprehensible possible data from open sources about material requirements for each technology.
This approach differs from published meta-analyses, which tend to focus on the average values of
the range of parameters found in the literature [14,17,19,20,88]. In the cases where published data
for an element/phase of the manufacture/installation of the technology was not found, the material
requirements have conservatively been estimated from available data from other technologies (instead
of being assumed 0 as most commonly performed in the literature). For example, since no data about
the material requirements for fences for CSP power plants were found, the data estimated by Prieto
and Hall [21] for fences for PV were used; similarly, since no data about land clearing for PV were
found, so data for land clearing for CSP was applied instead [25,89], etc. No energy inputs are derived
from monetary costs, and in the case of uncertainty about potential double accounting, material
requirements are conservatively not included (see Appendix C). Besides material requirements, water
requirements for solar PV and CSP are also estimated.

The next step is the computation of energy requirements associated to the manufacture and
transport between the first gate (first transformation of raw materials) to the end gate (GtoG) before the
erection of the power plant phase (the manufacture of complex devices and machines, e.g., the energy
costs to produce a turbine from rods, laminates, etc.). This estimation is very difficult because the
literature is very scarce comparing with the previous step (cradle to first gate). We have reviewed the
available literature and for the sake of simplicity, and as a first conservative approximation, we have
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taken values corresponding to the lower bound of the literature range (see Appendices A and C).
Dahmus and Gutowski [90] report, for simple machining, that this energy cost could be around 4–24%
of the raw material phase (cradle to first gate) (for instance transform Al rod into a frame to assemble a
PV panel). Boustani et al. and Ciceri et al. [91,92] report around 20–40% for more complex machines
(such as refrigerators, air conditioners, or other machines of similar complexity), and even >100% for
very complex devices like microchips, computers or the silicon wafer of a PV panel [92]. Inverters,
turbines, motors, or computers are complex machines that at this gate-to-gate phase have a very likely
measurable impact, but to the knowledge of the authors, very few studies are published that quantify
it for power plants in an open methodology. Hence, we conservatively assume a machining energy
cost of 15% of the total construction phase for hydro, wind, and CSP technologies due to the use of
many simple machining process (like a mounted structure), but also with important complex ones (like
wind turbines). For PV power plants, we use a lower estimation (10%) given that this phase, being
very well studied for the silicon wafer, has already taken it into account in the cradle to gate phase.

Table 2. Performance factors considered in this study per technology. The capacity factors have been
estimated from IRENA database [93] from the reported electricity production in 2015 and the average
power between this year and the previous year to reduce the error due to the high annual capacity
growth. See references in text and supplementary material.

Technology
Capacity
Factor (CF)
(%)

Lifetime
(Years)

Operational Losses (OL) (%) 2

= Expected Degradation + Availability Losses + Other

Self-Consumption
(SC) (%)

Total
Operational
Losses (OL) (%
Total over the
Lifetime)

Expected
Degradation (%
Total over the
Lifetime)

Availability
Losses (% Total
over the
Lifetime)

-
Own
estimation
from [93]

(see text for
references)

(see text for
references)

(see text for
references) [94]

Annual average
2014–2018 from
[95–99]

CSP 25.3 25 6.96 1.06 0 9.1
PV 14.2 25 4.35 4.35 0 1.0
Wind onshore 24.2 20 4.36 1.36 3 2.1
Wind offshore 40.9 20 7.24 2.24 5 2.1
Large hydro 41.1 75 1 1 - - 1.4

1 As complete dam failures. 2 Note that the electrical global mix in 2015 had a OL = 8.5% (see Section 3.2).

Moreover, industrial production generates significant amounts of scrap: when an amount of
material enters a manufacture factory, not all is incorporated to finished products. The scrap could be
10–60% of the embodied material in finished products. Moreover, most of the machining processes
require some virgin or pure material because the recycled scrap cannot be fully reused [90]. As the
materials used in the power plant are estimated at the plant, the percent (%) scrap in the manufacturing
phase not entering the same manufacturing facility after recycling must be accounted in the cradle to
gate phase. To avoid any possible double counting, we conservatively consider 10% as the lower end
of Dahmus and Gutowski [90] to increase in this ratio the total amount of materials in the construction
phase and hence their associated energy costs.

In relation to the electric grids, we estimate the materials required for the O&M of the currently
existing grid (see Appendix B).

Finally, the energy for transport of the GtoE phase considering all the materials used in the facility
and the O&M of the grid is computed (see Appendix B).

The Appendix B describes also the methodology used to estimate the EnUNew cap, EnUO&M and
EnUG&S for each technology. EnUNew cap is estimated from material requirements for all technologies.
The EnUO&M has been calculated for CSP, PV, and large hydro using data on reparation or substitution
for 11 materials, while for wind technologies it has been estimated as a share of the construction phase
based in the replacement of the average whole parts of the turbines during the lifetime of the farm.
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See Supplementary material for the detailed results, comments, and references per material
and technology.

Table 2 reports the performance factors (current global average) per technology used in this study.
Given that RES are characterized by strong increases of new capacity per year, and that this

new capacity represents a non-negligible share of capacity with relation to the one already installed,
we estimate the real CF for a year t (CF(t)) by assuming that only half of the capacity installed during
that year (∆cap) generated electricity at full power that year (gen(t)) (Equation (8)):

CF(t) ∝
gen(t)

cap(t− 1) + 1
2 ∆cap

(8)

The assumed lifetime of each technology is based in present global systems taking as reference
the usual contracts of the operational life of the power plants and the system in our main literature
studies for each technology. This lifetime is difficult to estimate because the average time in operation
of the present power plants is very low due to the high recent growth of variable RES (we estimate:
CSP = 7.2 years, PV = 3.8 years, Onshore Wind = 6.6 years, and Offshore Wind 4.4 years based in the
capacity added in the history [93]). This parameter is hence subject to controversy (see for instance the
discussion for PV from Ferroni et al. and the responses of Raugei et al. [26,31,100]). As the expected
lifetime of these technologies is more than three times their current time in operation, it is difficult
to estimate the average lifetime based in real numbers. The existence of failures—projects that do
not reach the operational phase (or shut down after only a few years of operation) are usually not
taken into account for the average lifetime (or the EnU costs incurred at system level)—prevents us
from choosing the higher lifetime ranges collated in meta-analysis, because we are focused at global
and historical real-data levels. For large hydro whose installed capacity grows at a much slower pace,
we assume that the current average operational lifetime is half the lifetime considered. This is the
reason why the power degradation assigned is only an estimation of the average power loss based in
the % of dam failures in Table 2. For the rest, we take from Kis et al. [74] the annual degradation % of
the power plants and estimate the already present power degradation based in the average operational
time. The total expected power degradation in the lifetime minus the actual present degradation is the
expected degradation in the pipeline that we use in Table 2.

For more methodological details for each technology, see Appendix B and Supplementary material.

4. Results

4.1. Current Global EROI of RES Technologies

Table 3 collates the obtained current global average standard, final, and extended EROI for the
renewable electricity generation technologies studied in this work. We find EROIst levels of 28.4:1
(large hydro), 13.2:1 (wind onshore), 8.7:1 (wind onshore), 7.8 (PV), and 2.6:1 (CSP). Accounting for
the transmission losses, the energy investments associated to the grids as well as the change from
plant to full-system context implies a large gap between the three EROI boundary levels studied, a gap
that other authors have also found for FFs (e.g., [16,33]). The energy investments associated to the
O&M of the grids represent a relevant contribution, increasing around 9% (CSP), 19% (wind offshore),
30% (PV), and 40% (wind onshore) the embodied energy of the cradle to gate phase of each technology
respectively (EnUNew cap + EnUO&M + EnUDecom + EnUTra following the notation of Equation (4)).
In comparison, the refining and transport to final consumer of oil is typically < 15% [38]. We find
EROIfinal levels of 13.0:1 (large hydro), 5.8:1 (wind onshore), 4.7:1 (wind onshore), 3.5:1 (PV), and 1.6:1
(CSP). The energy returns for each technology at the three boundary levels are large hydro > wind
onshore > wind offshore > solar PV > CSP given that the same O&M for grids and indirect energy
investments are assumed equally for all technologies. Finally, at extended level, large hydroelectricity
continues to stand out, with high energy returns (6.5:1), followed by wind onshore (2.9:1), wind offshore
(2.3:1), solar PV (1.8:1), and finally solar CSP (0.8:1). Hence, with an EROIext below 1:1, the CSP would
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in fact function rather as a storage device contributing to deal with short-term (hourly) variability
(although at the cost of worsening the effects of seasonal variability [25]).

Table 3. EROI results. Current standard, final, and extended EROI for the renewable electricity
generation technologies studied in this work. Performance factors and mineral recycling rates are set at
current global average levels.

EROI Large Hydropower Wind Onshore Wind Offshore Solar PV Solar CSP

EROIst 28.4 13.2 8.7 7.8 2.6
EROIfinal 13.0 5.8 4.7 3.5 1.6
EROIext 6.5 2.9 2.3 1.6 0.8

It should be acknowledged that the estimated global EROI current averages mask many regional
differences depending on the quality of the resource. The next section takes the example of solar PV to
illustrate how the EROI of the current electricity generation at the three boundaries estimated in this
work may vary in different countries. We consider both big solar PV on land and rooftop given that we
find that their EROI is ultimately quite similar, the lower requirement of material and energy inputs
being compensated by a lower efficiency.

4.2. Geographically-Dependent EROI: Case Study for Solar PV

The RES availability and quality of their potentials inherently depend on geographical and climate
characteristics (e.g., [10,101,102]), but also on the socioeconomic dimensions such as population density,
which affects the density of required grids. However, to our knowledge, very few studies have
attempted to date to estimate regional potentials of RES considering EROI levels [94,103]. Figure 5
shows an estimation of the different EROI levels of PV solar on land for a selection of countries at
standard (EROIst), final (EROIfinal), and extended (EROIext) (gross) stages. This estimation is performed
assuming that the global EROI is a weighted average of the installed capacity and the irradiance levels
for the top-10 countries with more installed capacity at the end of 2016 [104]. These 10 countries
together account for over 85% of the global installed capacity in that year. Two more countries are
included to widen the scope of the analysis: Cyprus and Finland, which hold the maximum and
minimum country-level average solar irradiances in the European Union [59]. We consider that the
following factors vary for each country:

• average solar irradiance per country estimated applying a Geographical Information System (GIS);
• a reduction of the average performance ratio over the park’s life cycle due to higher temperature

in the tropics;
• a more efficient use of the space in countries closer to the equator, which reduces the energy

investments in the phases of cement/concrete, iron/steel low, gravel/roads, and site works (which
approximately correspond to 20% of the EnUNew cap of solar PV);

• the same EROI for big solar on land and rooftop for each country (see Section 4.1).

As sources, we use data collected in previous work [59] combined with Martín-Chivelet [105] for
the land occupation as a function of the latitude. Progressively broadening boundaries and considering
geographical factors significantly affects the results: EROIst ranges 2.6–12.5.1:1, EROIfinal 1.3–5.7:1,
and EROIext 0.6–2.8:1. Only in countries of great insolation, such as Cyprus or Australia, the EROIext

levels would be close to the current onshore wind average of 2.9:1. In other countries, such as Finland
or UK, we find an EROIext ≤ 1:1.The efficiency of the solar PV located at the global-average irradiance
(168 W/m2) would then need to increase by ~50% in order to reach the current EROI of onshore
wind, which is challenged by thermodynamic limits (e.g., [106]). It should be also highlighted that
countries can enjoy the energy returns of power plants while avoiding the energy investments through
international trade. In fact, it has already been shown that rich countries considerably benefit from
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international trade to net import energy (and carbon) intensive products from other countries, such as
the BRIICS (Brazil, Russia, India, Indonesia, China) [107].Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 17 of 43 
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Figure 5. EROI levels at standard (EROIst), final (EROIfinal), and extended (EROIext) stages of PV solar
on land for the top 10 countries with more installed capacity, the global average, and Finland and
Cyprus as holders of the minimum and maximum irradiance at European Union (EU) level. The current
weighted global average for solar irradiance where power plants are installed is found to be ~160 W/m2.
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4.3. Comparison of the EROIst of RES Technologies with the Literature

As discussed in Section 2, the comparison of the EROI values obtained in the present study
with other studies is tricky due to the methodological discrepancies existing in the literature and the
uncertainty associated to the data collection (see Appendixes C–E for more details). Still, we report the
comparison of our obtained results for EROIst with the literature range found in the review papers and
meta-analyses to show how far or near we are of other published studies. We also compare with the
EROIst calculations from Dupont and Kis et al., [74,94,103] since this team follows, to the knowledge of
the authors, a methodology that is the closest to the one developed here; therefore, the direct comparison
of results is the most meaningful. However, for a direct comparison a harmonization process should
be endeavored with relation to the assumptions and performance factors (CF, g factor, etc.).

Table 4 shows that our EROIst results are within but on the lower bound of the literature for the
RES technologies excepting for CSP [14,20,34,74,94,103,108,109]. Two main reasons explain this: (1) few
studies use so many materials for the different construction, O&M, and dismantling phases, and (2) it
is customary in the field to use favorable performance factors, which overestimate the average of real
systems (see discussion in [25]). For CSP, our results are even below the low bound of the published
ranges because, likely due to their relative low capacity installed, most studies rely excessively in
theoretical grounds (as was demonstrated in [25]) and not in performance factors from real power
plants. In any case, as argued in Section 2, we recall that the standard boundary for EROI is not
sufficiently relevant to analyze the implications of the energy transition.

Table 4. Comparison of the EROIst obtained in this work with the literature. “n” represents the number
of the studies reviewed in meta-analysis studies. EROIst levels are not harmonized.

Technologies EROIst
This Work

EROIst Literature
Range

Reference Literature Range
Meta-Analysis and Individual Studies

Large hydro 28.4
10–105 Dale [108]; n = 16

11.2–267 Schoenberg and Hall [109]; n = 7
5.9–49.6 (24.7) Kis et al. [74] (min-max)(base)

Wind onshore 13.2
12.5–66.7 Carbajales-Dale [34] (n = 42; power rating

>500 kW)
4.7–125.8 Kubiszewski et al. [20]; n > 40

8.9
8.1–34.5 (12.6)

Dupont et al. [94]
Kis et al. [74] (min-max)(base)

Wind offshore 8.7
5.4–66.7 Carbajales-Dale [34]; n = 37
14.8–51.3 Kubiszewski et al., [20]; n > 4

12
6.9–19.1 (13.5)

Dupont et al. [94]
Kis et al. [74] (min-max)(base)

Solar PV 7.8
8.7–34.2 Bhandari et al., [14]; n = 23

7.2
2.7–7.5 (4.8)

Dupont et al. [94] (present)
Kis et al. [74] (min-max)(base)

CSP 2.6
5.2–6.7

5.4–17.9 (9.8)
Dupont et al. [94] (present)

Kis et al. [74] (min-max)(base)
9.6–67.6 de Castro and Capellán-Pérez [25] n = 13

5. Discussion

We structure the Discussion section in two parts. First, a discussion on the potential role of future
technological improvements to improve the EROI of the studied technologies in this study in the
context of their likely large deployment in the next decades. Second, we give our views on how to
properly take into account the effect of EROI for the energy transition and the potential implications
we foresee.
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5.1. On the Role of Future Technological Change

The EROIs computed in this study correspond to estimates for current RES technologies and
power plants in operation. Future technological improvements may reduce the EnUs and/or improve
the CF of the different RES technologies, as it has been happening in the last decades (e.g., increased
cell efficiency and reduced wafer thickness in solar PV [31,110]). Since RES are expected to increase
their share substantially in the next few decades, it is very relevant to assess to what extent future
technological improvements and increase in mineral recycling rates may contribute to increase their
current EROI levels. In fact, the recycling of materials generally requires less energy than their
extraction from the mines (virgin), which holds true as long as the recycling rates do not approach
100% due to thermodynamic limits. Particularly, in the future there will be some very relevant factors,
which will tend to offset potential technical improvements as the renewables progressively scale-up at
large levels and gain a substantial share in the energy mix:

• Additional energy investments and losses related with variability management of RES such as
storage capacity (PHS, electric batteries, hydrogen, etc.), power-to-X, curtailment, and additional
grids. The first three factors will tend to lower the EROI of the system due to the Energy Stored
On energy Invested (ESOI) of the storage device, the increase of the transformation phases
with associated transformation losses, and/or the diminishing effective CF of power plant being
electricity curtailed. The fourth factor includes the substantial adaptation and expansion of the
existing grids to cope with connecting the new RES power plants as well as helping to evacuate
power when unevenly produced and demanded.

• The effect of decreasing returns in the potential of renewables, i.e., after best places are occupied it
is necessary to move to more uneconomical sites [94,103,111], phenomena that may be worsened
in some cases by land availability constraints [59,112].

• The increase in energy requirements for mineral processing related with ore grade decrease of
minerals due to increased cumulated extraction [113–115].

• Thermodynamic limits to the continuous reduction of required energy investments (e.g., related
with limits to substitution).

• Limits to recycling rates (other than thermodynamic): as aforementioned, most of the machining
processes require some virgin or pure material because the recycled scrap cannot be fully
reused [90].

• The scarcity of some minerals in the future may drive the shift to more abundant minerals, which
in turn are generally characterized by a lower performance (e.g., Ag instead of Al in mirrors, Nd
in permanent magnets, Te in thin films, etc.) [63,86].

• Thermodynamic limits from the side of generation. For example, the fact that there are absolute
limits to the height of rotors for wind or the Benz law (modern large wind turbines already
achieve peak performance coefficients in the range of 45–50%, which is pretty close to the
limit of 59.26% [94])), or the limits in the conversion from sunlight to electricity, such as the
Schokley–Queisser limit for single-junction solar cells. Although the latter limit could be overcome
with multi-junction technologies, the key general question is how realistic it is, considering that
the most sophisticated technologies—also related with the previous point—are really scalable
at a significant level compared with total energy demand, or if, in the future, they will rather
remain marginal.

Studies extrapolating the past evolution of EROI levels generally ignore all of the above factors
and hence should be taken with care (e.g., [116]). Even studies that focus on past data are not totally
reliable. For example, Louwen et al., [117], although they claim that all the PV systems analyzed
include modules + inverter + mounting structure, in reality, the two more recent works (which seem
to be largely driving their learning curve estimation, see their Figure 2b) correspond to (1) only PV
modules, and (2) a solar rooftop system. Moreover, both of them use data from EU, not from China,
where most production is located now.
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Moreover, there is an additional issue related with the temporality of the transition, which will
be especially relevant in the next few decades. Due to the fact that RES power plants, differently to
FF ones, require large up-front costs and obtain delayed returns over the lifetime, a fast transition
to RES would imply draining large shares of the energy available in order to sustain the energy
transition. This means that, as shown in Capellán-Pérez et al. [3], which in fact is based on many of
the assumptions and data reported here the EROI of the full system could temporarily be well below
the weighted average of the static EROI of the technologies and their supporting systems (e.g., grids,
storage, etc.). Hence, at system level, the fast penetration of renewables can lead to a situation of
“energy trap”, i.e., a reduction in the discretionary energy arriving to society simultaneously with
the increase in the consumption of primary energy [3,118]. Under this case, the efficiency of the full
system measured as the primary to final energy ratio would worsen. Since some definitions, inputs and
parameters are different in this work with relation to those used in Capellán-Pérez et al., [3] (here we
perform a more detailed lifecycle analysis) in Appendix E we perform a harmonization of the results of
both studies. The consistent comparison of the results obtained in both studies shows that the updated
EROIst results presented in this work are lower (20–30%) for all the technologies, which reinforces the
implications highlighted in the previous work [3] with relation to the potential scenario of “energy
trap” during a fast energy transition. This phenomenon of “energy trap” would be aggravated in a
context where population and energy consumption per capita are expected to continue increasing such
as in the Green Growth paradigm.

Hence, the relevant feature is not the future EROI over the lifetime of each specific technology,
but that of the full energy system in a dynamic, transitional way. Hence, the ultimate objective is to
assess the potential implications that the dynamic EROI over time of the full energy system might
imply for the thriving future societies (i.e., its implications for income, employment, etc., but also for
dimensions more difficult to capture in quantitative modeling such as diversity in social functions).
In this sense, it should be taken into account that a “sufficiently high” EROI is a necessary but not
sufficient condition to achieve sustainable energy systems while maintaining high complexity in society.
In particular, it does not give information about key aspects of the different energy technologies such as
their environmental impacts (CO2 emissions, land occupation, etc.), social acceptance, future mineral
availability, etc., as well as others such as cost effectiveness (although not totally being disconnected
from energy effectiveness, cf. [119]). Although composite EROI indicators have been proposed to
account for this (e.g., [60]), we believe that since sustainability is an inherent multi-dimensional concept
its assessment has to be performed through a multi-dimensional set of indicators, being one of them
the EROI.

It is noteworthy that most models used for advising policy (e.g., IEA, IPCC, national governments,
etc.) neglect the energy investments related with the construction and operation of the RES power
plants, as well as the implications on the full energy system [55,118,120]. Among the few models
considering this factor are models published in the scientific literature with, unfortunately, little (if
any) political incidence, such as GEMBA [121]; NETSET [122]; EETRAP [118]). The relation of EROI to
net energy is non-linear (i.e., the “net energy cliff”), and consequently its impact can potentially be
misjudged. Given the metabolic implications of the variation of the EROI of the system, assuring the
consistency between physical investments (energy and materials) and economic investments seems a
key precondition to ensure the robustness and viability of alternative sustainability scenarios, such as
the Green Growth [123–128] or Post-Growth [129] scenarios.

We would like to conclude this section with a comment on the meaning of technological
improvements and the relationship between economic (monetary) and biophysical (energetic and
material) costs. Monetary cost reductions are typically identified with technological advances.
For example, since the end of 2009, wind turbines prices have fallen by 30–40%, and solar PV module
by around 80% [130] (and nearly 100× between the 1950s and the mid-2000s, more than any other
energy technology in that period [131]). The levelized cost of electricity of solar PV (utility scale) has
been estimated to have fallen by more than 60% between 2010 and 2016 [130]. However, in reality
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these historic cost reductions cannot be solely attributed to a reduction in the material and energetic
intensities of a technology (technological improvement), given that they have also been critically
affected by one-time financial (e.g., low interest rates to finance RES capital-intensive investments)
and economic factors (e.g., economies of scale when increasing production, outsourcing to countries
with less strict labor, environmental legislation, etc.). Additionally, the price of raw materials is subject
to multiple influences (institutional framework, oligopolistic market structure, etc.) [132–134], which
makes erratic their long-term evolution. For example, for the case of solar PV, it has been found that
the reduction in average production cost and price of solar panels has been driven by factors, such as
the reduction in the price of polysilicon, the increasing market penetration of lower cost firms from
China, the increasing size of the facilities, and increases in industry investment, besides technological
improvement, mainly in the form of the reduction in the use of polysilicon, and improvement of
panel efficiencies [110,131]. Hence, a direct relationship between monetary costs and energy costs, or
technological improvement, does not exist, although of course they are not totally independent [27,119].

Despite the aforementioned empirical evidences, the most common method used to represent
endogenous technical change in energy–economy and integrated assessment models that inform
energy planning and policy analysis is based on the extrapolation of historical learning curves
(also known as experience curves) [2,130,131,135], which are a log–linear equation derived from
empirical observations relating the unit cost of a technology to its cumulative installed capacity or
electricity generated. A simpler version known as Moore’s Law treats time as the independent variable.
This model is sometimes complemented by relating unit cost to cumulative expenditures for research
and development, but it is, in any case, built under the assumption of perpetual cost reductions linked
to increased production assuming that growth increases the likelihood of fundamental technological
advances, incremental learning by doing, economies of scale in manufacturing, and standardization.
However, in the era of a “full world” and over-exploited and degraded biosphere (“the global economy
is now so large that society can no longer safely pretend it operates within a limitless ecosystem“ [136]),
these dynamics cannot anymore be taken as granted in the future, which represents a paradigmatic
change with relation to the past decades. “Natural resource flows are now the scarce factor, and labor
and capital stocks are now relatively abundant. This basic pattern of scarcity has been reversed by a
century of growth” [136].

5.2. Implications of Taking into Account the EROI for the Transition to RES

The first intuitive answer about the implications of taking into account the EROI of the RES during
the energy transition can be given by the “net energy cliff”. Figure 6 shows the current global average
EROI of each RES technology for electricity generation at the three boundaries studied in this study,
represented as a share of the resulting share of net power vs. gross power in the net energy cliff. It can
be seen that below levels of EROI < ~5–3:1, the share of net energy declines abruptly.

As aforementioned in the introduction, one of the open debates of greatest importance today in
the context of the energy transition is whether the RES with higher potential have a sufficient EROI
to maintain the energy “metabolism” of a large and complex civilization such as the industrial one.
Given that, the estimation of a minimum EROI to maintain complex societies is a complex, and to date,
elusive task involving both technical and societal issues, a large part of the literature has focused on
the comparison with the EROI of FF as an indirect way of shedding light on this. In fact, in the case
that RES were to be found to have an EROI level, at least as high as the one characterizing FF, then it
could be assured that RES could also fuel complex modern societies.
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Figure 6. Current global average EROI of each RES technology for electricity generation at (a) standard;
(b) final; (c) extended level represented as a share of the resulting share of net power vs gross power in
the net energy cliff. CSP is not represented in figure (c) since its EROIext < 1:1. The figure (c) also shows
the approximated value of 3.9:1 (black dotted line) for the global-average EROIext for fossil fuels-fired
electricity re-estimated from Brockway et al. [16] to adapt of our methodology (see Appendix D for
the details).
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However, the comparison of the EROI of RES at the extended boundary with the one of FF is far
from being straightforward. To the knowledge of the authors, Brockway et al., [16] is the only study
having computed the global average EROIext of FF at the electricity generation level. However, their
input–output extended method is unsuitable for computing the EROI of RES given that it does not
account for the energy associated to the capital investments (neither new capacities, decommission,
nor new transmission lines required to move from EROI standard to point-of-use level). Although
capital investments may represent a reduced part of the energy requirements for the case of an already
extensively deployed industry, where most of the energy inputs are required in the O&M phase (as
it can be assumed, not being so far from the situation of the current FF industry globally), for RES,
the situation is exactly the opposite. Most energy investments are made upfront and the installed
capacity is growing globally very fast. Although perfect comparability between both studies is not
possible, we have made an effort to approximate the EROIext (gross) computed by Brockway et al., [16]
for the aggregated FF to be roughly comparable with our method. When roughly accounting for the
most relevant factors not considered in their study, we obtain a value of 3.9:1 (see Appendix D), which
allows to conclude that their reported result of ~4:1 (gross EROIext) seems robust. Hence, it can be
concluded that, very likely, the global average EROIext of variable RES is currently lower than those of
FF for electricity generation.

This means that the current substantial lower power density (MWh/m2) [59,137] and higher
material intensity (kg/MWh) [4,5] of variable RES, with relation to FF, make that the initial energy
investment of RES weights more than the energy savings, due to the very low O&M energy requirements
phase with relation to FF, where the situation is rather the opposite. The case of hydropower can be
regarded as an exception given its very long lifetime (3–4 times for variable RES) and that although its
power density is rather low, most parts of the surface is occupied by water “naturally” contained by
valleys and mountains, and the built infrastructure is just concentrated in the dam.

Hence, of those RES with a higher techno-sustainable potential, the Figure 6c shows that only
large hydroelectricity has currently a high EROIext clearly above the current global-average FF for
electricity generation. Given that the techno-sustainable potential of large hydro is limited to less
than double the current installed capacity (e.g., [138]), the transition to RES to supply the expected
(increasing) energy demands will require large shares of the variable RES; hence, driving the EROI of
the system to lower values, especially, as aforementioned, during the transition period before reaching
a more stationary situation. Hence, to avoid driving the energy system to excessively low EROI levels,
it is key that those uses that cannot be supplied by electricity, such as heat, are instead supplied directly
by thermal technologies such as solar thermal, geothermal, and bioenergy in order to minimize energy
conversions. Hence, there is a trade-off between the low EROI of RES for electricity with the strategy
of managing variability through increasing the interconnectedness of the heat, cooling, transport, and
electricity sectors [139] given that the latter introduces more conversions (i.e., losses) in the system.
However, as previously highlighted, specific regional conditions are a key factor to take into account
when designing the transition towards sustainable energy systems fully based on RES.

The above comparison holds for the current situation. However, it has to be taken into account
that, in the future, there will be three concurrent dynamics that will affect the EROI of the system with
different sign:

• The EROI from FF globally is in a decreasing trend [16,19,44,45], a trend which will be intensified
due to the higher share of unconventional fuels [19,140,141].

• Technological improvement of RES (and in general any factor going in the direction of EROI max
in the uncertainty analysis reported in Appendix C).

• The likely large scale deployment of RES due to the enforcement of sustainability policies will
(1) tend to replace FFs in the energy mix, and (2) drive an array of factors overviewed in the
previous Section 5.1, which nowadays are negligible, but will become increasingly important as
the renewables progressively scale-up at large levels and gain a substantial share in the energy
mix. These factors will put a downward pressure on future EROI.
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Future work will be directed to replicate the present study to compute the EROI of FF at the three
EROI boundaries in order to be able to perform a consistent comparison. In any case, if globally the
EROI from FF continues to fall, as it seems to have been doing in the recent past, there will be a point
where FF will not be able to maintain complex industrial societies in the future, even if there are still
resources in the Earth’s crust due to delivering insufficient energy surplus. This dynamic will be in
reality aggravated by the fact that the environmental impacts produced by the burning of these FF
(e.g., climate change impacts) will also contribute to hamper greatly our societies [1].

6. Conclusions

In this work, we have estimated the current global-average EROIst (standard farm-gate), EROIfinal

(consumer point-of-use), and EROIext (extended, including indirect investments), for the five RES
energy generation technologies assessed to have the highest techno-sustainable potential for electricity
generation (solar PV and CSP, wind onshore, wind offshore, and large hydroelectricity). The same
methodology, based on an extensive and comprehensive literature review, is applied in order to
collate data about the material requirements for the power plants’ construction and operation of each
technology, which allows for an internally consistent inter-comparison between the EROI levels of
different technologies.

The obtained current global average EROI for each technology of electricity generation at the
three boundary levels (standard, final, and extended, respectively) are large hydro (28.4, 13, 6.5:1) >

wind onshore (13.2, 5.8, 2.9:1) > wind offshore (8.7, 4.7, 2.3:1) > solar PV (7.7, 3.5, 1.7:1) > CSP (2.6, 1.6,
0.8:1). Hence, accounting for the transmission losses, the energy investments associated to the grids
as well as the change from plant to full-system context implies a large gap between the three EROI
boundary levels studied, a gap that other authors have also found for FFs (e.g., [16,33]).

The extended boundary encompassing the implications for the full-system is the relevant
perspective to assess the contribution in terms of energy surplus for discretionary uses to the society
(e.g., growing food, family support, education, health, culture, etc.) of an energy technology. An array
of factors make that, to maintain a sustainable modern complex society, the EROIext of the energy
generation technologies should be distinctly greater than 1:1: a sufficient diversity of jobs and
enterprises [38,39,58], the need to minimize the environmental impacts [60], the need of a “security
buffer” to overcome unexpected events, such as accidents or natural disasters, and last but not
least, the fact that most current societies are very unequal and, thus, are diverting energy towards
metabolically “useless” purposes, such as those caused by inequalities. However, few works have,
to date, dealt with the intricate issue of the minimum EROI to sustain modern complex societies,
and none has been conclusive to date at extended level. When comparing with FF, our results indicate
that the global average EROIext of variable RES is currently lower than the one corresponding to the
global-average FF for electricity generation (4:1, reported by Brockway et al. [16], which adjusted to our
methodology for comparability, corresponds to roughly 3.9:1). Large hydroelectricity stands out with a
high EROIext of ~6.5:1 due to its particular features, while CSP stands in the opposite side with an
EROIext < 1:1 meaning that this technology currently works rather as a storage device than an energy
generation one. However, the heterogeneity of the EROI of variable RES at the geographical level is
also a relevant feature to take into account, as it has been showed for the case of solar PV.

Our analysis is a static analysis. However, the implications of the EROI of RES must be assessed
dynamically. During the forthcoming transition to RES, different dynamics will be simultaneously in
action: declining EROI trends from FF, technological improvement of RES, and progressive emergence
of an array of factors that, nowadays, are negligible, but which will become increasingly important
as the renewables progressively scale-up at large levels and gain a substantial share in the energy
mix: RES variability management, decreasing returns in the potential of renewables [94,103,111],
the increase in energy requirements for mineral processing related with ore grade decrease of minerals
due to increased cumulated extraction [113–115], thermodynamic limits to the continuous reduction
of required energy investments (e.g., related with limits to substitution), limits to recycling rates,
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the scarcity of some minerals in the future [63,86], and thermodynamic limits from the side of generation.
Additionally, the temporary fast growth of RES sources and the dismantling of the ones they replace
(FF) will temporally reduce the EROI of the full system well below the weighted average of the static
EROI of the technologies and their supporting systems (e.g., grids, storage, etc.). A shown in previous
work [3], a fast energy transition with a very rapid growth of variable RES can generate issues at
system level (energy trap). The present work, including a more detailed life-chain analysis, results
in lower current EROIst levels than the ones used in [3] as inputs for the dynamic energy transition
analysis (see Appendix E), hence, reinforcing the conclusions presented there. Noteworthy, the latter
phenomena will be aggravated in a society where population and energy per capita have to continue
to grow. Hence, the design of viable sustainable energy systems must take into account the dynamic
evolution of the EROI of the system, especially for modern societies pursuing continuous economic
growth which otherwise may derive in unintended “energy-trap” scenarios.

This work documents in detail the assumptions and data used to estimate the energy and material
investments to install, operate, and maintain the RES with higher potential in the MEDEAS modeling
framework [3,55,56]. In this framework, the computation of the “static” (over the lifetime) EROI of
the different energy technologies is an intermediate step to consistently integrate the mineral and
energy requirements of the energy transition in a wider modeling framework able to represent the
dynamic nature of the transition. Further work will focus on the estimation of the mineral and energy
requirements for the rest of energy technologies, which will allow the comprehensive computation of
the variation of the EROI of the full energy system in scenarios of energy transition. A step further
will assure the consistency with the monetary investments, which will allow to ultimately capture the
implications for macroeconomic and socioeconomic dimensions, such as the change in the economic
structure or the available income to households. This approach may ultimately allow to approach the
issue of the minimum EROI to sustain complex modern societies from an endogenous point of view,
taking into account both technical options and societal decisions, which could restrain or boost the
vicious circle dynamics of declining EROI.
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Appendix A. EnUs

The Supplementary Material excel spreadsheet collates the materials required for the construction
and operation of the power plants of the different technologies per MW (kg/MW). For each material,
the embodied energy is given in primary terms (MJ/kg) using current recycling rates (Equation (7) of
the main text). For the calculation of the denominator of the EROI (Equations (4)–(6)), we distinguish
four EnU components:

Total EnUdirect: EnUNew cap + EnUO&M + EnUDecom wear cap + EnUG&S (A1)

http://www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/13/12/3036/s1
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where:
EnUG&S is calculated after the information in Appendix B (see also the tab “Electric grids” in the

Supplementary Material).
EnUDecom = 0.1·EnUNew cap
EnUO&M is estimated annually; for solar technologies the material requirements and energy

intensities are in the “Solar PV & CSP” tab, for wind technologies the EnUO&M is assumed to be 1%
and 1.25% for onshore and offshore relative to their EnUNew cap, respectively, as explained in the “Wind
onshore & offshore” tab of the Supplementary Material.

Finally, EnUNew cap is divided in three components:

EnUNew cap = EnUNew cap
CtoG + EnUNew cap

GtoE + EnUNew cap
GtoG (A2)

Cradle to first gate (CtoG) is the part of a complete cycle analysis between the mineral mines
extraction to the basic industrial material like rods, plates, etc., used by the industry. Gate to gate (GtG)
represents the manufacturing phase: the process between rods, plates, etc. and the final form of these
materials in a power plant (e.g., computer, frame of a PV plate, rotor, etc.).

EnUNew cap
CtoG is the embodied energy in the Raw/resource to the Suppliers chain (cradle to gate in

LCA terminology), EnUNew cap
GtoG is the embodied energy from the suppliers to the finished products of

the power plant or the Manufacturing phase (gate to gate phase), and EnUNew cap
GtoE is the embodied

energy in the Erection of the power plant. Both, EnUNew cap
CtoG and EnUNew cap

GtoE are calculated applying
the Equation (7) to the data collated in the Excel spreadsheet for each item.

As explained in the main text, there is not enough detailed data of the Manufacturing phase
EnUNew cap

GtoG for RES technologies, and we have assumed that this phase represents a fixed share for
each technology of the Suppliers and Erection phases:

EnUNew cap
GtoG = x ·

(
EnUNew cap

CtoG + EnUNew cap
GtoE

)
(A3)

As stated in the main text, taking into consideration the machining energy and the % of scrap in
the manufacturing phase, x has been approximated to 0.25 for solar CSP (more precisely the calculation
would be [1−(1−0.15) × (1−0.10)] = 0.235) for wind onshore and wind offshore, to 0.20 for solar PV.

Cumulative Energy Demand (CED) is a term with origin in the life-cycle analysis (LCA) community,
where it is defined including all the primary energy harvested in the lifetime. However, this definition
needs corrections to calculate EROI or the Energy Payback time. To avoid confusion of the different
“CEDs” being used in the literature, and given priority to the historical precedence to the CED defined
by LCA community, we apply in this paper the term Energy Used (EnU) instead of Cumulative Energy
Demand (CED) (the same criteria was applied in precedent works of the authors [3,25]).

Appendix B. Material Requirements and Performance Factors Per Technology Details

Solar CSP (CSP with Molten Salt Storage Without Backup)

Performance Factors:
De Castro and Capellán-Pérez [25] showed that the current CF of CSP globally is <0.25; we use

CF = 0.252 based in IRENA [93] for the sake of using the same reference for the different studied
technologies. We take 25 years of lifetime [25]. SC = 9.1% is the 2014–2018 annual average from [95–99]
(Kis et al. [74] give 15% of “parasitic loads” for CSP plants with storage. Kis et al., [74] give 15% of
“parasite loads” for CSP plants with salt storage and 7.2% for no storage plants. Ramorakane and
Dinter [142] give approximately also 15% for the power plant Andasol 3. The parasitic load (PL) is the
self-consumption from the power generated but not dispatched plus the imported power from the
grid. This imported power is at least 50% because during night the PL is around 50% of the maximum
during the day. Ramorakane and Dinter do not give results for other auxiliary facilities like domestic
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illumination etc. therefore, 50% is very conservative. We conclude that is >7.5%. The rest until
reaching 15% is from diesel and natural gas consumption in the own plant and could be considered as
operational losses.

Material Requirements:
The main reference for estimating the required materials for this technology is a recent previous

study from the same authors [25], which has been completed in this work with data from PV for diesel,
evacuation lines, gravel (e.g., roads, protection) etc., (see details in supplementary material). Given
that the density of material requirements (kg/m2) of CSP is ~3–4 × comparing to PV, it is very likely
that this approximation is, thus, conservative.

We assume mirrors coated with a silver reflective layer as currently used despite the potential
scarcity of this mineral in the future [63,86]. If considering aluminum mirrors instead, the EnUNew cap

would increase by ~8% [25] and the efficiency of the system (equivalent CF) would decrease by
~14% [143], which would lead to an EROI of ~80% the reported here (EROICSP(Al) = EROICSP(Ag) ×
0.86/1.08).

An additional 1.5% share of EnUNew cap has been conservatively considered in the
decommissioning phase to account for small devices (pumps, valves, etc.), which other authors
have estimated at 2.5% of the EnUNew cap [25].

Solar PV (Mainly Fixed-Tilt Silicon PV)

Performance Factors:
From IRENA we estimate a CF = 0.142 [93]. We take a lifetime of 25 years (15 years for the

inverter) [21]. SC = 1% of electricity delivered at the plant, annual 2014–2018 average from [95–99]
(Kis et al. [74] also give 1%).

Material Requirements:
Material data have been extracted and adapted from Frischknecht et al. [64], Valero et al., [62]

(lower estimates), and from Prieto and Hall [21], in the latter case excluding data indirectly estimated
from economic parameters (which could eventually be considered in a calculation of EROIext). For the
remaining of materials not available from these sources, a conservative estimation from CSP data (25%)
has been carried out taking into account that the density of material requirements of PV is 1/4 -1/3 that
of CSP and that the surface power density of both technologies is similar [63].

For the data of “site preparation” we have considered 1/3 in relation to CSP values’ given that the
PV power plants can be installed in zones with a steeper slope (e.g., [10]).

For the data of “silicon wafer”, we consider the performance parameters from Latunussa et al., [144]
for recent technologies of 200 µm (0.5 kg/m2 accounting for the density of silicon) that use also
Frischknecht et al. [64], which translate to >3500 kg/MW. MEDEAS literature review [62] identifies the
range 3653–9000 kg/MW. For other technologies such as a-Si and thin-films, the wafer requires less
materials and is energetically less costly, however its efficiency decreases significantly, around half [62]
and need more infrastructures related with the land occupation (more fences, more soil works, etc.
per energy delivered). In the case of thin-films, material scarcity may appear (Cd, Te, Ga, In and Ge,
see [62]). We use, therefore, 3500 kg/MW conservatively.

PV Rooftop:
A rough first approximation to the EROI of PV rooftop has been made taking as a starting point

the estimation for big solar PV on land. On the one hand, given that using an existing roof simplifies
the construction process, we assume no energy inputs related to the categories of cement/concrete,
iron/steel low, gravel/roads, site works and evacuation lines (see Supplementary Material); as well as
reduces the size of the internal wiring (e.g., reducing the Cu use for this item). On the other hand,
the transport energy phase could be greater because panels and other devices must be transported
in a much more dispersed way, using vans that have a much more energy intensity in MJ/tkm terms
than trucks (the same apply to the O&M costs). Moreover, given that rooftop PV has to adapt to the
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existing roof and its potential constraints in terms of tilt, shades, urban microclimate etc. its efficiency
is generally lower than big solar on land (a ~20% lower efficiency following [59]). For the sake of
simplicity, we assume that other potential reductions of materials (e.g., Al) are compensated by an
increase in others (e.g., inverters (Frischknecht et al. p. 19 [64]).

Wind Onshore (2 MW Turbines)

Performance Factors:
CF = 0.242 in 2015 based in IRENA [93]. Lifetime 20 years based in [66]. Availability losses (3%)

are taken from Dupont et al., [94], which are due to maintenance shutdown of production. SC = 2.1%
is the annual 2014–2018 average for onshore and offshore from [95–99]. (Kis et al., [74] consider 3.5%).

Material Requirements:
The main reference for the materials requirements of wind onshore is GAMESA [66] due to its

detailed accounting of data, which has been completed with MEDEAS literature review [62] and other
sources. Although wind onshore turbines of higher capacity than the one considered in the GAMESA
study currently exist at commercial level, the average global current installed capacity is lower than
2 MW.

Material requirements of Cu, Ni, Dy, and Nd have been collated from MEDEAS literature
review [62]. In the case of Dy and Nd, although they will be likely scarce in the future, their influence
in the EnU is limited. However, from the full EROI perspective its utilization is worth of given that
they increase the efficiency of the turbine. In the case of mineral scarcity, the EROI levels estimated
here would thus be an overestimation. However, from a socio-environmental perspective, it would be
better not to use them given the high impacts of their mining [145,146].

For the O&M, we have followed the replacements of the components of the turbines
following [147,148] assuming finally that the annual O&M phase is around 1% of the construction
phase (which, in fact, is similar to the final results obtained for CSP).

Wind Offshore (Mainly 3.6 MW Turbines of London Array)

Performance Factors:
CF of 0.409 in 2015 based in IRENA [93]. We use the same lifetime (20 years), SC (2.1%) and annual

degradation than wind onshore, although self-consumption and annual degradation could be bigger
because the more aggressiveness of their environmental conditions (but Kis et al., [74] takes an SC =

0.7% that we consider of difficult explanation comparing with the 3.5% that they report for onshore).

Material Requirements:
The main reference for the material requirements of the wind offshore is [68], which computes

data for mainly 3.6 MW turbines. This source is complemented with Smart Wind [69] project data and
with wind (conservative) onshore specifications when specific data for wind offshore are not available.

London Array is one of the largest offshore wind plants in the world, and it is considered as a
paradigmatic example of this technology. Data from this farm [68] have been contrasted with data
from the Hornsea Offshore Wind Farm Project [69] with information for turbines between 3.6 and
8 MW, taking data for 8 MW. The latter is a wind farm far away from the coast and with projected
turbines of higher size.

For the case of carbon and glass fibers for the blades, we assume a 50% share of the total weight
for each MW installed (which is a higher share of carbon fiber than the one considered by [66] given
the higher use of carbon fiber in wind offshore).

For “site preparation”, we assume that the energy required per kg is twice that of wind onshore
(i.e., twice amount of materials to maintain the same value of MJ/kg). We judge that the estimation is
conservative given that the result is lower than that for CSP.

For the O&M we assume a 25% more costs than for the onshore case due of the aggressiveness of
the marine environment (water, waves, salt, ocean currents, stronger winds, etc.) to the built structures
and the added distance to the human land infrastructures.
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Large Hydroelectric Power Dams (>10 MW)

Performance Factors:
CF of 0.411 in 2015 based in IRENA [93]. Lifetime 75 years. SC = 1.4% is the 2014–2018 annual

average from [95–99]. We estimate a 1% of operational losses based in the historical complete dam
failures (around 3%, [71]) and supposing that the failures tend to occur more probably to the end of life
(conservatively).

Material Requirements:
The main reference for the estimation of material requirements of the large hydroelectric power

dams is Flury and Frischknecht [70], which report detailed data for a 95 MW power plant. Data from
Schellenberg et al. [71] are used for sediment management and for evacuation lines.

At present, most hydropower are large dams. However, when a river basin is filled with large
dams then small dams (i.e., mini-hydroelectricity) could be built to increase the exploitation of the
gravitational water potential. The specific calculation of the EROI of these devices is beyond the scope
of this work; however, previous studies have generally found that they are characterized by lower
EROI than large hydroelectric dams [70,74].

Electric Grids
For the EROI calculations in this paper, we consider the material requirements for the O&M of

current grids (including power lines and transformers) during the lifetime of the RES technologies.
These materials and energy investments are computed by prorating data on their material requirements
by their relative longer lifetimes with relation to the lifetime of RES power plants (for the sake of
simplicity, we assume that the ratio of the lifetime of the total grid system is 2× the lifetime of solar and
wind power plants). We estimate the material requirements per currently installed MW, i.e., they refer
to any technology and could be assigned to either the entire electrical system or to each installed
MW of any power plant technology (regardless of the specificities of RES, such as their variability).
We differentiate between high, low, and medium power lines and transformers:

• High power lines and transformers: lifetime of 50 years (although for some specific
components such as concrete, iron/steel and PVC we assume a longer lifetime of 100 years).
EUROELECTRIC [149] gives a total of aerial and underground 0.32 km/MW for Europe and
NREL [150] a total of 0.725 km/MW for USA. We use 0.4 km/MW of 150 KVA for aerial lines and
0.04 km/MW for underground lines. For transformers and other devices as disconnectors and
circuit breakers: lifetime 30 years. We estimate the equivalence of 7 transformers of 315 KVA/MW
from Bumby et al., [151] for materials and lifetimes, Jorge et al. [152,153] for lengths, lifetimes and
materials, and van Tichelen and Mudgal [154] for the number of transformers and other devices
such as disconnectors and circuit breakers.

• Low/medium power lines: we use data for Europe [149] to estimate the km/MW for aerial and
underground lines (50% each), which gives slightly more than 5 km/MW respectively. For USA,
the total km/MW are similar [155] although there are a lower relative number of underground
lines (25% in 2012 [156]). Bumby et al., [151] give a lifetime of less than 50 years but conservatively
we use the same lifetimes than in high power lines.

See Supplementary Material for details.

Energy for the Transportation of Materials:
Following Figure 4, we also estimate the energy for transport of the GtoE phase considering all

the materials used in the facility and the grid. We split in two categories following Kis et al. [74].
For concrete/cement and gravel, we use average travels by road transport (trucks) of 250 km, and for
the rest of materials we take 500 km by road plus 10,000 km by sea transport (cargo ships). For the
GtoG phase and the Decommission of the power plant together, we estimate the same value obtained
for the GtoE phase. We do not estimate passenger car, van cargo transport or air ships for people or
small materials for conservative reasons and assuming that they could be already included in the labor
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costs typical of the indirect costs. For the CtoG phase (from the mining of the raw materials to the
first machining factory), the energy for the transportation of materials is not considered because it is
already included in the energy intensities of the materials.

For the energy intensities (MJ/t·km), we review several sources, which report the emissions
associated to the transport of real journeys [75,157,158]. See Supplementary Materials for details,
and take 0.2 MJ/t·km for the world average intensity for sea container ships and 3.5 MJ/t·Km for the
average global diesel for truck drive train road transport [158].

Appendix C. Sensitivity Analysis

One important contribution of this work is to reduce the uncertainty associated with the lack of
data on some of the energy inputs (denominator of the EROI), together with the use of data of real
production (numerator of the EROI) of the energy technologies studied. By reducing the uncertainty,
it has been generally found that the results tend to give a lower value in the numerator and/or a
higher value in the denominator of the quotient that defines the EROI compared to most of the works
published in the literature.

However, most of the data and parameters provided, even so, are subject to a certain uncertainty.
In this work, in case of doubt, the authors have followed the strategy to choose optimistic/conservative
values for the parameters. Hence, it is very likely that the EROI levels presented (base case) are higher
than the real ones. Therefore, we understand that, in general for the three boundaries studied here,
EROI (literature average) > EROI (this work) > EROI (real).

Hundreds of parameters have been used to estimate the EROI of these technologies at a global
level (see Supplementary Material) and a detailed uncertainty analysis of them is beyond the scope of
the current work. Instead, we have designed an uncertainty analysis grouping these parameters in
9 parameters/phases which we assume have the most influence on the result of the reported EROIs
and identified minimum and maximum bounds based on literature review and our best guess with
relation to the base case factor (see Table A1).

Table A1. Sensitivity analysis. Minimum and maximum ranges (taking into consideration its effect
on the EROI of each technology), around the base case factor evaluated in the main text, for each
technology. See text for details.

Technologies - Wind Solar Large Hydro

Parameter/
Phase Base Case min max min max min max

CtoG + EtoG 100% x1.1 x1 x1.1 x1 x1.1 x1

GtoG y% (y +
10)% (y − 5)% (y +

10)% (y − 5)% x1.2 x1

Annual O&M 100% x1.2 x1 x1.2 x1 x1 x1

Decommission (Decom)
10% of

Construction
phase

15% 5% 15% 5% 15% 5%

Transport of materials (Tra) 100% x1.25 x.5 x1.25 x.5 x1.25 x.5
Life time of the power plant (L) y years Y − 2.5 y + 5 y − 2.5 y + 5 y − 15 y + 15

Grids (G&S) 100% x1.5 x1 x1.5 x1 x1 x1
Indirect EnU 100% x1.5 x1 x1.5 x1 x1 x1

The EnUs of the CtoG + GtoE phase are based on the list of materials used. Despite the
comprehensive review, in many cases it has not been possible to find all the materials inputs. Hence,
we believe the uncertainty here goes in the direction of overestimating the EROI. That is the reason
why we have chosen for all technologies a 10% more GtG + EtoG for the “min” case while maintaining
the same value estimated in the case base for the “max” case. This possible increase of 10% is only a
guess based in the many “zeros” or conservative elections that still there are in the excel tables of the
supplementary material (see references there for details). A detailed uncertainty analysis mineral by
mineral would be a large task beyond the scope of the current analysis.
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The GtoG phase is subject to greater uncertainty since as reasoned in the main text due to the
dispersion existing in the scarce literature to date (see Section 3). For wind and solar technologies,
we apply an uncertainty range of (−5%; +10%) around the base case again reasoning that the
lower bound of the uncertainty range is likely already an underestimation of the EROI. For large
hydroelectricity, given that most of the material inputs are “low machining”, we use a value in the “base
case” only for copper and steels, so the value obtained was clearly conservative. Hence, we increase
the base case by 20% for the “min” case and we leave it unchanged for the “max” case.

The O&M phase is affected by uncertainties in terms of annual O&M energy and material inputs
as well as by the lifetime of the power plant. For solar technologies we estimate the annual replacement
material costs (which is only a part of the O&M energy costs), that, multiplied by the lifetime (L) of the
plant, allows to obtain the total O&M cost. For the “min” case, we add 20% of the annual expenses
estimated in the base case and we keep them unchanged for the “max” case, given that we have been
quite conservative in the base case. In the case of [74], the O&M phase for CSP is even greater relative
to the rest of phases than in our case and the contrary for PV, but they use hypothetical plants in three
countries. The O&M was estimated proportionally to the construction phase for wind technologies
because we found materials replacement costs throughout the life of the plant. Although there are also
more O&M expenses than those associated with material replacements (e.g., routine inspection) we
assume a 20 % more of total expenses for the “min” case and we keep them unchanged for the “max”
case ([74] give similar or higher relative expenses of the O&M phase against the other phases for wind
technologies). In the case of hydroelectric plants, we do not change the parameters of the base case for
the uncertainty analysis since replacements are estimated according to the lifetime of the plant, and we
estimate that the uncertainty is most complete in the lifetime parameter. Again, the methodology was
conservative in any case, and it would be the lifetime “min” and “max” that would indirectly account
for the uncertainty in the O&M phase.

The Decommissioning (D) phase is also subject to great uncertainty, as reasoned in the main text.
10% of the EnU of the construction phase was used as a general rule for all technologies following [73].
Kis et al. [74] use, for some technologies, a 50% share of the EnU of the erection of the power plant
facility (without uncertainty analysis), which in fact, when applied to our numbers, gives similar
results to our 10% EnU of the construction phase assumption. For other technologies, Kis et al., [74]
rely on references which do not perform a detailed analysis neither an uncertainty analysis. Given the
existing relevant uncertainty around this parameter we take a broad uncertainty range of 50% around
the base case resulting in a range of (5%; 15%) of the construction phase.

The lifetime of the plants (L) is another relevant parameter subject to uncertainty. In our case,
we have chosen a value slightly in the lower bound of the literature, since it has been repeatedly shown
that there is a tendency towards overestimation when comparing the assumed lifetime in theoretical
studies with the performance of real systems, tending, e.g., to ignore those plants that do not reach
phase production (EROI = 0), or those plants that, due to accidents or economic issues, are phased-out
after only a few years of operation (e.g., [25,30]). Most of the literature has cited 20–25 years for
wind technologies ([20], although some references cited there report 15 years), 25–30 years for solar
technologies ([14,25]), and between 50 and >100 years for hydro ([74] give 60 years, [70] gives
80–150 years, and the US EIA (https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/hydropower/hydropower-and-
the-environment.php) cites 50 to 100 years). Hence, we have chosen 20, 25, and 75 years for wind,
solar, and large hydro for each respective base case. However, in the literature some have argued that
the real lifetimes for some technologies are even lower than the lower bound of the commonly cited
literature (e.g., Ferroni and Hopkirk [26] for solar PV and some “outsiders” of meta-analyses as in [20]).
Therefore, for the lifetime of wind and solar technologies we have taken an uncertainty range around
the base case of (−2.5; +5 years) and for large hydro (−15; +15 years).

https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/hydropower/hydropower-and-the-environment.php
https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/hydropower/hydropower-and-the-environment.php
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In the case of the embodied energy in grids (EnUG&S), we have assumed, in this work, only the
maintenance costs related to current electric grids in the current electric system, without taking into
account that the adaptation of the electric networks to the variable RES will also require the adaptation
and creation of new networks per new MW of RES installed. Therefore, we estimate that this parameter
has been very conservatively estimated in the base case for wind and solar technologies in the current
work. Hence, we choose a broad uncertainty range of +50% more embodied energy in grids for
the “min” case and maintain the assumption of the base case for the “max” case. The literature
generally ignores/neglects this factor (e.g., [16,17,19–24,30,31,43,47,74]); however, as shown in this
work, the contribution of this factor is important. Hence, we recommend a revision of the EROI
literature taking into account this factor.

In the case of indirect costs (indirect EnU), which are used for the estimation of the EROI extended,
the uncertainty is particularly high. We assume that the value obtained in the base case is conservative
given that the literature review reported in the main text indicates that, at least for variable RES,
this parameter is at least as large as direct EnUs. Therefore, we set the lower bound of the EROI
uncertainty range assuming that energy costs could be 50% higher compared to the “base” case for
the variable RES, and keep the “max” range unchanged. No uncertainty for this factor is taken into
consideration for large hydro.

When computing all uncertain factors one by one, the “max” EROI levels happened to be most
sensitive to the assumption on the lifetime of the facility. In this case, the difference between the
reported EROIs and the “max” EROI is lower than 20% for all the technologies assessed and the EROI
levels reported. For the case of the “min” EROI and the EROI extended, the uncertainty in the EnU
indirect costs is the most important factor (“min” EROIext = 0.8·EROIext reported as base case). For the
EROIfinal reported as base case, all the parameters excepting the EnUG&S give <10% of difference with
reference to the “min” EROI. For grids in the wind onshore case, the difference increases to almost 17%.
Therefore, although the chosen ranges of the parameters are subject to uncertainty, we conclude that
no parameter has more than ± 20% difference on the EROI levels reported.

Appendix D. Comparison with FF adjusting Brockway et al. (2019) results’

Brockway et al. [16] recently applied a methodology on a global scale to estimate the EROIst of
FF separately (oil, gas, and coal), and the EROI for all aggregated FF that we could call extended
following our nomenclature, since they use IO matrixes with energy extensions (EXIOBASE) that
allow to estimate the indirect uses of energy that go beyond the direct energy considered in EROIfinal.
They found an EROIst of ~30:1 for each of the FF in 2011 (with a declining converging trend from 1995,
when coal had ~50:1, oil ~35:1 and gas ~32:1), and a net EROIext (in our nomenclature) of ~3:1 (with
indirect costs of around 25–30% of the total direct energy). These numbers are given in net EROI,
which have to be converted to gross EROI applying the Equation (A4) in order to make comparable
their results with ours:

EROInet =
Energy delivered − Energy used

Energy used
= EROIgross − 1 (A4)

Hence, the reported net EROIext of ~3:1 for FF would correspond to ~4:1 in gross terms.
As mentioned in the main text, the comparison with our results is complex given that there are

some inaccuracies in Brockway et al. [16]’s methodology; some of them tend to overestimate and others
underestimate the actual EROIext of FF. Follows an overview of the most relevant factors identified.
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Appendix D.1. Factors Tending to Overestimate the Reported EROIext of FF in Brockway et al. (2019)

We identified three relevant factors tending to overestimate the reported EROIext of FF in
Brockway et al. [16]:

1. No computation of energy investments related with the construction of energy facilities.
As Brockway et al. [16] themselves point out (page 620): “our EROI estimates do not include any
energy invested in the production of energy associated with the fixed capital equipment in the
energy production [and transportation] industries . . . [our EnU estimates] are very likely to be
underestimated and should be considered as lower-bound values . . . ”.

2. No computation of the decommissioning phase.
3. Not fully capturing the energy investments associated to the grids.

The two first factors prevent in fact the estimation in that work [16] of the EROI of RES,
even though they conclude similar or better values of EROIfinal of RES technologies than FF through
indirect comparison with other studies. Additionally, the third factor, as argued in the main text, could
be more relevant for RES than FF.

Appendix D.2. Factors Tending to Underestimate the Reported EROIext of FF in Brockway et al. (2019)

Three other relevant factors are identified tending to underestimate the reported EROIext of FF in
Brockway et al., [16]:

1. No computation of heat in CHP plants: when the EROI of FF power plants is computed, it should
also be taken into account that FF power plants can also generate commercial heat.

2. Not taking into account that the “own use” (embodied energy in the denominator of the EROI)
dedicated to final “non-energy uses” of the FF primary sources (plastics, lubricants, etc.) is
not attributable to the energy system because it is not energy for energy but energy for matter.
Plastics, lubricants, etc., are used by the entire industry and the rest of the economy and even for
the RES industry, their embodied energy use must be attributed case by case. The quantity of
“non-energy uses” that reenters the FF economy is minute relative to the entire economy, and
must be discounted not added. Moreover, some of this matter (e.g., plastics) could even reenter
the energy system at the end of their lifetime (e.g., electricity from “waste”).

3. Not all of the FF own-energy use can be attributed to producing FF energy: following Table 2
in [16], the direct EnU includes all the FF own-energy use directly used by the respective industries
of coal, gas, and oil; hence, in the extraction, refining and conversion to FF-derived final fuels.
However, a significant part of FF are used to produce energy that are used by other energy
technologies, such as the diesel used for the construction of a RES power plant that must be
attributed to the RES power plant and also their embodied energy in the refinery and the oil
extraction, etc. Hence, the parameters shown in Tables 2 and 3 of [16] seem overestimated.

In order to be able to compare the FF-global-average fired-electricity EROIext with the EROIext level
obtained for RES in this work, in this appendix we adjust the obtained results by Brockway et al., [16]
taking into account the under/over estimation factors described above and translate them to our
methodology. Table A2 reports the parameters and performance factors assumed for FF power
plants, which allow to re-estimate the EROIext of global-average FF for fired-electricity applying
our methodology.
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Table A2. Parameters and performance factors assumed for FF power plants in order to compare
Brockway et al. [16] with our results for RES power plants.

Parameter/Performance Factor Value

1 Capacity factor (CF) 0.45
2 Lifetime (L) 45 years
3 Operational Losses (OL) 5%
4 Transmission and Distribution Losses (TDL) 9.2%
5 Final electricity output (1 MW power plant capacity) 55.09 × 107 MJ/MW
6 EnU in Brockway et al. (O&M direct + indirect) 13.77 × 107 MJ/MW
7 EnU in O&M of grids (direct + indirect) 4.14 × 107 MJ/MW
8 EnU in construction + decommissioning phases (direct + indirect) 1.38 × 107 MJ/MW
9 Commercial heat output (corrected for quality) 6.25 × 107 MJ/MW
10 Own use to non-energy uses (plastics, etc.) 1.38 × 107 MJ/MW
11 Own use dedicated to non-FF energy sources 2.18 × 107 MJ/MW

1. CF: own estimation based in the IEA Sankey [72] and total power plants capacity [159].
2. L: own estimation based in [160,161].
3. OL: rough own estimation based in [74] from the average losses of fossil fuel plants.
4. TDL: own results, see main text.
5. Final electricity output: assuming the former parameters and applying eq. 5 of the main text {=

31.54 × 106
× 0.45 × 45 × (1−0.05) × (1−0.092)} for 1 MW power plant during their lifetime.

6. EnU in Brockway et al. (O&M direct and indirect): Following Brockway et al. [16] results,
the EROIext of FF power plants is 4:1; therefore, assuming the final electricity output (5th point
here) this translates to 13.77 × 107 MJ/MW.

7. EnU in O&M of grids: in the main text we have estimated 1.15 × 107 MJ/MW for the direct
O&M of grids during 25 years, as the lifetime of the FF power plants is 45 years this amounts to
45/25 times more direct costs. Following our methodology, we have assigned the same embodied
costs for the indirect costs; therefore, the total EnU in O&M of grids will be: 2 × 1.15 × 107

× 45/25.
8. EnU in C + D phases: we estimate for the direct costs a 5% of the total EnU accounted in

Brockway et al., [16]. Kis et al. [74] results for FF power plants are less than 5% for this two phases
over the total in their direct embodied energy (LCA based). Assuming another 5% for indirect
costs, we arrive to a 10% of the denominator in the O&M phase accounting of Brockway et al.
methodology. Then we take 10% of this number to account for this C + D phases.

9. Commercial heat output: 15% is the commercial heat from power plants relative to their electricity
output at plant phases (estimation based in the IEA Sankey in 2015 [72]). This output could be
corrected by a quality factor, following the criteria of “final to primary” factor “g” as the “system
quality of the energy mix”. We multiply this heat output by the factor g (=0.688) that we have used
in our methodology (see main text). This result to 6.25 × 107 MJ/MW of “corrected” final energy
output due to commercial heat (at plant phase the electricity output is 6.06 × 108 MJ/MW, then
15% of that number multiplied by “g” is the “heat” output to be added to the electricity output).

10. Own use to non-energy uses: the “own use” of the power plants that is inverted to “non-energy
uses” and not to the energy sector (embodied energy to fabricate materials, such as plastics,
lubricants, asphalt, fertilizers, etc., which are products of the FF industry, must not be assigned to
the denominator of the FF power plants, other than the plastics, lubricants, etc., that are used
in this industry, which will be minute in comparison with the entire economy). We estimate
that at least 9.1% of the “own use” of the denominator of the EROIext is not an embodied energy
attributable to the FF because this is the proportion of the non-energy uses relative to the final
energy (IEA Sankey 2017 data [72]). In fact, the fabrication of most “non-energy uses” are much
more energy intensive that the oil to diesel in the refinery process (e.g., plastics, fertilizers).
Moreover, some of the material outputs of FF economy at the end of their lifetime could reenter
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the energy economy in the form of “waste power plants”. Furthermore, the economy of FF is
using, indirectly, the high-embodied energy in the chemical bonds of FF that is incorporated in the
material products; a hypothetical substitution of these products (plastics, lubricants, fertilizers,
etc.) will likely need more energy to fabricate alternatives, and less energy for discretionary uses
of energy will have. This difficults the comparison between FF and RES power plants at this
extended and system level vision. We take 10% of the denominator of Brockway et al. [16] (10%
of 1.38 × 108 MJ) as a lower bound guess.

11. Own use of FF dedicated to other non FF energy sources: the relative proportion of the electricity
own use (Tables 2 and 3 from Brockway et al. [16]) that is used not for the FF power plants but for
the EnU of the rest of the power plants (nuclear, RES). This amount must be attributable to the rest
of energy sources and not to fossil fuels (in the EnU of RES of our main text are attributed to RES
and not to FF). Non-FF sources of energy account for 15.8% of the primary energy (non-energy
uses discounted) following the Sankey 2017 of IEA [72] (in final terms assuming only a 33%
efficiency for biopower and nuclear the result is 20.1% for the contribution of non FF). This 15.8%
must be attributed to these non-FF sources. Then the denominator of Brockway et al. [16] is
overestimated by around 0.158 × 1.38 × 108 MJ/MW.

From Table A2, we can re-estimate the EROIext of global-average FF for fired-electricity applying
our methodology as follows:

EROIext FF (adjusted to our methodology)
= (55.09 + 6.25)/(13.77 + 4.14 + 1.38 − 1.38 − 2.18) = 3.9:1.

(A5)

It is noteworthy the importance of grids also for FF, accounting for 30% of the O&M costs estimated
by Brockway et al. [16]. Therefore, very roughly, the estimation of Brockway et al. [16] holds because
the factors tending to overestimate and underestimate the EROI following our methodology seem to
tend to cancel out.

Appendix E. Comparison of Results with Capellán-Pérez et al. (2019)

Capellán-Pérez et al. [3] computes the dynamic EROI of the global energy system associated to
different penetration levels of RES for electricity by 2060 accounting for the material and energetic
inputs of the variable RES (CSP, PV, wind onshore, and wind offshore), dispatchable RES and storage
systems (electric batteries and PHS). They conclude that the EROIst of the system could fall below the
threshold of 5–10:1 which has been speculated in the literature to be able to support complex modern
societies, at least during a fast transition to renewables as the one we should perform in the next few
decades to avoid dangerous climate change. In the present work, we have performed, for these four
technologies, a more in-depth analysis of the material and energy requirements and parameters and
we have extended the boundaries from the EROIst to the EROIfinal and EROIext.

However, the comparison between the present study and the previous one in [3] is not direct since
the definitions used in each of the work for the estimation of the EROIst are different (see Section 3.
Methodology). This Appendix E is, hence, directed to bridge the gap between both studies and report
the EROIst values computed in [3] translated to the definition and with the performance factors used
in the present work. Table A3 compares the “static” EROIst levels obtained using the input data,
EROI definition and performance factors from Capellán-Pérez et al. [3] (results not reported there)
(“from [3]”), with the results using the same input data used in [3], but with the EROI equation and
performance factors used here (“Adaptation of [3]’s results . . . ”), and with the results obtained in this
work (“Present work”).
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Table A3. Comparison of the EROIst levels estimated in the present work and from
Capellán-Pérez et al. [3]. The first line reports the original results while the second is adapted to
the EROI definition and performance factors used in this work and is then comparable with the
third line.

EROIst Wind onshore Wind offshore Solar PV Solar CSP

From [3] 16.0 9.8 8.2 3.7
Adaptation of [3]’s results to the EROI
definition and performance factors
used in this work

16.2 12.2 9.6 3.3

Present work (see Table 3) 13.2 8.7 7.8 2.6

Table A3 shows that the updated EROIst results are lower (20–30%) for all the technologies, which
reinforces the implications highlighted in the previous work [3] with relation to the potential scenario
of energy trap during a fast energy transition (see discussion and conclusions in the main text).

Abbreviations

BAU Business as usual scenarios
CF Capacity factor
CSP Concentrated Solar Power
EnU Energy used by the energy system to deliver energy
EROI Energy Return On energy Invested
ESOI Energy Stored On energy Invested
FF Fossil fuels
g quality correction factor of energy
GG Green Growth scenarios
HVDCs High-voltage, direct current
Hydro Hydroelectric power plants
IEA International Energy Agency
IO Input–Output
LCA Life-cycle analysis
O&M Operation and maintenance
OL Operational Losses
PV Photovoltaic
RC Recycled content ratio
RES renewable energy sources
SC Electricity self-consumption of the facility
TDL Transmission and distribution losses
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